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Allison Grace Williams FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP, is an architect , urban designer, and artist. Her 

international portfol io of civic, cultural , and research buildings and places is an invent ive, inspiring 

narrative that connects culture , technology, and environment to convey trad it ions of aud ience and 

place . In her 35 years in practice , Allison has led design studios as Senior Associate Partner with SOM, 

Design Principal and Director of Design at Perkins+Will, and AECOM's Western Region. Her career 

includes design awards from Progressive Architecture , AIA, and GSA Design Excellence Commiss ions. 

In 2017 she established AGWms stud io, a consu lting pr~ctice at the intersection of architecture and 

art. The studio leverages design instincts to engage clients collaboratively to discover provocative, 

ideas and embed authentic , artful narrative in the built environment. Her clients include developers , 

institutions, and other architects and designers at all stages and scales. 

She is an Adjunct Lecturer at Stanford, studio crit ic, speaker, and juror. Awarded a Harvard Loeb 

Fellowship , she is the current Chair for the Harvard GSD Visiting Committee. She holds a Master of 

Architecture (Distinguished Alumnus, 2015), B.A. in the Practice of Art from Univers ity of California, 

Berkeley. In 2018, she received the Norma Sklarek Award, conferred by the AIA California Counc il 

Board of Directors to on an architect or architecturally oriented organization in recognition of the ir socia l 

responsibility . An avid sketcher as her medium for design investigation, Will iams 's resume and portfol io 

are available at: www.agwms.com. 

"Tangled up in all that is instinct, gut, invention, nuance, and things hard to quantify, measure, or 

predict . It's still very much the way I think about design in practice, and the integration of beauty still 

sponsors an authenticity and fundamental design excellence." 
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Art and Beauty, Architecture and Building, or "Instinct, 

Innovation, and Respect: Managing Ourselves" 

Considering your distinguished and widely recognized body of work, I'd be interested to know what drove you 

to design and architecture? 

Williams: In art school I gravitated toward printmaking ... zinc plate etchings ... a very process-driven 

medium. In etching, one can test how intentional deviation disrupts the outcome. But art was quite solitary, 

too private an audience, disconnected from meaningful engagement and contribution, with no way to know if 

a work was successful. Success was too subjective. I was drawn to architecture as a process, a process of 

design, a tool for discovery, and an opportunity for an artful approach to the built environment. Environmental 

and social concerns were (and are} central responsibilities of this profession as a social art and, for me, have 

always been integral. But art exploration as a tool for projects in the public realm was my primary motivator. 

"A successful design leader doesn't always make friends but gains and promotes respect within the 

team. Respect for one another is crucial. Going forward as a team in unison around an idea of respect is

powerful as it evolves. It infects every aspect of how a project develops, strengthening and enriching it

continuously." 

Today we talk about social justice in a braver, up-front way, because we see, and can demonstrate, that design 

impacts outcomes indirectly and directly. That buildings create environments and a resonance (or discord} 

with people and places was always important. We are not designing in a vacuum. There was always a human 

factor or face, a balancing of specific aspects with the purpose and need, with a specific site, and with the 

desire to establish timeless importance and collective value. 

I've mostly worked on large projects and design proposals· in urban places. My training was at SOM - a true 

extension of formal education, a methodology around a timeless aesthetic. It was about the rigor, the iterative 

process of exploration, a reductive and frequently-technical interdisciplinary approach that distinguished 

SOM's learning environment. Tangled up in all that is instinct, gut, invention, nuance, and things hard to 

quantify, measure, or predict. It's still the way I think about design in practice: the integration of beauty still 

sponsors an authenticity and fundamental design excellence. 

It's remarkable you've been able to work primarily on design-focused commissions. Have any been driven by 

commercial objectives? 

Williams: I've been privileged to have captured, led, and collaborated on numerous great commissions, many 

won by competition. Notably, during the heyday of the GSA (Government Services Administration} Design 

Excellence Program. There, the intention was to position the design conversation, and design leadership, on 

major publ id civic commissions very early through the selection of a lead designer. This allowed the design 

process to impact the program, sometimes the site selection, and, in theory, the coherency, and a whole, 

innovative, performative approach to the work. Though shortlisted for many more than I won, those pursuits 

influenced how I worked. That is, landing on a strong conceptual diagram, and following a holistic approach 

often defined, re-defined or re-positioned a project with specificity - with genuine responsive expression as 

an outcome. Moving upstream sets a framework for a big idea that tethers values and ties parts together. It 
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Williams: Thinking singularly is unproductive. I'm always looking at intersections rather than silos. 

Much of the challenge of managing design stems from misunderstanding, bias, ignorance, or siloed views. The 

knocks against designers are: inability to manage themselves, listen to clients, stay In budget and on schedule. 

How can we beat those stigmas? 

"When architecture becomes the industry of production of buildings and the creative/artful/beauty 

conversations and roles are off the table, it's not much fun as a profession anymore. More of a ball and 

chain." 

Williams: I don't accept that designers are unable to manage themselves! I'd suggest that design schools are 

not teaching advocacy, and there is discussion on whether they should or not. Architects are not taught to 

advance ideas or articulate the value of an approach in convincing ways. We need to get better at stating and 

demonstrating value propositions, with metrics baked into the approach/proposition, as part of the evolution 

of the approach and decisions. It ultimately goes to whether we advance and benefit the outcome from 

the patron's perspective. What do we bring to the table? If we're playing out the predictable, responsible 

formula, nobody is unhappy, but we haven't advocated for ideas or their power to impact the formula. The 

goal isn't just to do something different for its own sake. Isn't it more about testing or furthering the value 

proposition or some other measurable metric? Why does this approach make a difference or matter? Is its 

impact measurable, on a personal or communal level, or environmentally? We have certain responsibilities as 

architects, beyond buildings not leaking or falling down. That was "101" in school. You always know where the 

sun is, you care who and what is next to you - the context. It's fundamental. But we don't always advocate 

and communicate the metrics that go with decisions. Now, many fresh, talented designers and impactful 

practices are figuring out how. I'm intrigued by that. It helps the profession �estore relevance and necessity. 

The pressure to balance creativity with project constraints seems to increase daily. How do we free ourselves? 

Should we walk away when objectives are misaligned? 

Williams: It's a heavy order to suggest, from a business perspective, that architects walk away from projects. 

Most can't. But some do because it's the commitment they made to their practices - the principles for 

which they stand. We're probably reading and seeing the work of only a small percentage of the firms 

published in our magazines, pushing the edge, taking creative risks - excluding private residences. Lots of 

firms do respectable work, but so many buildings become the same, generic, formulaic response. Relatively 

few take even baby steps toward a dialogue that's reaching harder and keeping architecture-as-art in their 

conversation. When architecture becomes the industry of production of buildings and the creative/artful/ 

beauty conversations and roles are off the table, it's not much fun as a profession anymore. More of a ball and 

chain. 

Those lucky to have contributed to great projects want to continue high level collaboration and pursue great 

design. But if those are the goals, we have to meet them all. Your recounting of an 11th-hour design concept 

reversal brought back memories. We've all done it - then had to pay the price. Such a late-stage shift might 

draw teammates ire but must be done to reach the higher-level answer. Owners and teams who share such 

goals need to know this. How have you engaged management discipline? 






